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Local politicians support rally
By I Asa Hannon
Daily staff writer
The need to relocate family student housing was expressed at a rally
hinday attended by approximately
641 students.
Milpitas Mayor Bob Livengood
aid representatives of state Senator
Dan McCorquodale and Assemblyman John Vasconcellos’ offices told
the mid -day crowd gathered at
SJSIts amphitheatre that it is the
university’s responsibility to provide
housing for married students.
"We’re fighting for Spartan City
because it’s fair and it’s needed,"
said Dan Morrison, Spartan City
Tenants Association.
Livengood said he supported student,, with families. "I’m here to
’,peseta support for family housing,"
he said.
1.1s engood said Spartan City
means a lot to him because he grew

up only two blocks away from it.
He also said San Jose represents a
significant contradiction. Computers
and computer chips are being developed and improved everyday, yet 90
percent of all school children in the
area are not able to learn what has
been developed because there are no
computers in their classrooms.
Another irony cited was that an
exorbitant amount of money was
spent on a light rail system that
stands nearly empty, while classrooms are overcrowded.
"I stand ready to help you in your
concern," said Livengood.
McCorquodale’s office was represented by Rick Sager, who read a
letter expressing the senator’s views.
The letter said the university has a
history of raising money for projects
like the newly -constructed engineering building and Rec Center, but
rarely engages in projects that im-

prove educational opportunities for
its students.
The letter also mentioned a lack of
access to education.
"Providing equal access to education is a primary role of institutions.
Extended access to low income students with families is an important
factor in meeting this responsibility," McCorquodale wrote.
these
McCorquodale
relayed
thoughts in a separate letter to PresiIn
this
letter
he
dent Gail Fullerton.
stated, "The university’s commitment to equal access, particularly to
women and minorities, is greatly
compromised if you eliminate subsidized family housing for your students."
McCorquodale urged students to
support family housing.
"I encourage all students to become involved in this effort to save
family housing. Your support of past

and future efforts of Spartan City
residents can make a difference in
the future of many families at this
university," he wrote.
The senator ended his letter with a
glimmer of hope for Spartan City
presidents and all students.
"I will continue to do what I can
do to ensure the doors of higher education remain open to all Californians," he wrote.
Vasconcellos was also unable to
attend the rally, but sent Scott
Strickland from his office to represent him.
Strickland said the average student at SJSU is 27 years old and is
employed while attending school.
His main thrust was accessibility
also.
"Students should be able to have
access to an education, while having
a family and having affordable housSee RALLY, page 9

Services available

in computer labs
By Teresa Lyddane
Daily staff writer
Academic Computing Services
can offer help to students struggling
with portable typewriters and endless supplies of white -out.
Two personal computer labs and
an Apple Macintosh lab located on
campus feature various computer
services free of charge to all SJSU
students and faculty members.
The labs also offer free short introductory and advanced courses on
Prime, (’yber. PC and Mac systems.
These courses are especially helpful to beginning computer users, said
Gail Leung, microcomputer support
assistant.
Students registered in courses
ll...111).! computers are encouraged to

sign up for introductory computing
courses, said Carlos Quilez, a computer support assistant. He advises
students to take the short courses
early in the semester.
"Don’t wait to the last minute,"
he said. The courses are divided into
four common business categories:
General, Cyber. Prime. and Microcomputing.
The "General" category includes
a 90-minute course entitled "Introduction to Computing at San Jose
State University." It provides the
participant with an overview of the
computer and the available facilities
at SJSU. This course is best for persons with little or no computer experience. Leung said.
See LARS, hack page

Poetry to rock to comedy;
Program Board has it covered
By Leah Nis
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students Program
Board has events to satisfy almost
every student’s taste this semester,
with appearances from avant-garde
comedian Ens) Philips, to famed
Bay Area poet and playwright Michael McClure.
Philips, presented by California
Hines Promotions and Koala Springs
in association with the A.S. Program
Board, will appear on campus on
Sept. 16 at 8 p.m. Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Philips has been on the David Letterman show and was praised by
newspapers, including the New
York Times and Variety. Philips’ recent comedy recording has been
nominated for a Grammy.
Tickets for Philips and his opening act will go on sale Sept. 9 at
BASS Ticket Outlets and the Student.
Union Business Office. The tickets

are $8 in advance and $10 at the door
for students. Tickets for the general
public cost $11.
On Sept. 27, the Student Union
Loma Prieta Room will resemble a
coffee house during the Beat
movement, when Michael McClure
performs improvised words and
music with Doors keyboardist, Ray
Manzarek.
McClure has recently added two
books to his poetry repertoire:
Specks (Takmbooks. Vancouver)
and Selected Poems (New Directions). McClure and Manzarek will
perform at 7:30 p.m.
On Sept. 29 an MTV College
Tour is planned, complete with a day
of product demonstrations. giveaways and an evening concert. The
MTV tour is presented in conjunction with U.S. Concepts, which last
year provided a lip sync machine for
students to imitate their favorite
See PROGRAM, hack page
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Students hang on
by legal threads
to family housing

Light at the end of the tunnel

n ill U initiated construction worker inspects the progress inside the
nes+ Student t nion Recreation and Events Center, The Rec Center is

Sue Bowling

Larry Strong Daily staff photographer
expected to be completed by Spring ’89. Tours of the new facility are
available through the Student Union Director’s Office.

By Lisa Ostroski
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s only housing for students
with families is one step away from
destruction.
For the past year. SJSU and Spartan City residents have been embroiled in a legal battle concerning
the closure of the 100-unit complex.
Only about a dozen residents remain. Some of them are hanging on,
hoping that they won’t be forced out.
Others have made plans to move.
The outcome of a Sept. 6 hearing
will determine whether the remaining tenants can stay temporarily.
Spartan City attorney Gen Fujioka
is trying to get a judgment for a trial
and said the university is trying to
have the case dismissed. If the case
goes to trial, eviction of the tenants
would be delayed, he said.
In a letter to the Spartan Daily in
October 1987, SJSU President Gail
Fullerton cited earthquake and fire
risks as the reasons for closure.
Dick Staley, public information
officer for the university, said. "The

useful life of Spartan City has been
exceeded. It just isn’t safe. No matter what you hear from anyone else,
the university’s uppermost concern
is for the safety of the students."
Fullerton stated in her letter that
renovating Spartan City to meet the
State Fire Marshall’s standards was
not feasible.
Fujioka scoffed at Fullerton’s reasons for closure, saying, "If Spartan
City is unsafe, it is because the university refuses to repair it."
In regard to the feasibility of rebuilding, Fujioka said, "Non-profit
developers are interested in rebuilding the complex, but Fullerton is
stonewalling them."
Staley said the only offer of redevelopment that he knows of was an
informal conversation between a city
councilmember and Fullerton, about
a year ago. The councilmember discussed the possibility of San Jose
making a low-cost redevelopment
loan available for Spartan City.
Staley said state law deems that
See HOUSING, back page

SJSU Greeks forerunners in dry rush

Sororities and fraternities say no to alcohol
By Darren Sabedra
Daily staff writer
The days of wet rush parties at
SJSU fraternities are over.
This semester marks the first time
both weeks of Greek rush will be
dry, meaning no member of a fraternity or sorority can drink alcohol
with a rushee.
In the past, rush included one
week dry (fornial) and one week wet

(informal).
"We want people to realize we’re
changing our ways," said Micah
Harrel, the inter-fraternity council
rush chairman.
Lisa Bryant. president of Panhellenic (the sorority council) said, "I
think dry rush is excellent. It will
allow rushee% to make intelligent decisions when choosing the house

they want."
Dry rush concludes at 9 a.m.
Sept. 10. However, if a fraternity
hasn’t turned in its pledge list by that
time, the non -drinking period will
continue for that house. Its first party
would be dry if rushee% are present.
"Having dry rush changes a lot of
attitudes about fraternities," Harrel
said. "We don’t have to drink to
have fun."

SJSU Greek Adviser Nada Houston said she’s pleased that this year’s
rush will be alcohol -free.
"We’re one of the few schools
around here to go completely dry,
and we’re proud of it," she said.
In addition to the dry rush, IFC
Vice President Laurence Donoghue
said he’d like to see a change in
"decorum" at this season’s SJSU
See RUSH. back page

’Prophet’ warns students
of impending apocalypse
By Martin Cheek
Daily staff writer
Arkansas prophet Edgar Whisenant has been spreading the message
nationwide that the world will end
Sept. 12.
A modern-day prophet brought
that same apocalyptical message to
SJSU on Monday and Thursday.
With neatly groomed hair and a
red plaid shirt and jeans, he preached
doom and damnation to students
walking outside the Clark Library on
Thursday.
"You’re lost, man. You’re lost.
You’re going to hell," the man
shouted.
The man, who refused to give his
name because he said he had often
been misquoted by the press, said
that there was a strong possibility
that Jesus Christ would return to
Earth the second week of September, Those Christians who were
"saved" (including himself) would
instantly go to heaven, while everyone else would be left behind.
As he preached to the students, he
held up a cardboard sign bearing the
Biblical passage "This same Jesus
shall so come in like manner .
The man shouted his message of
salvation from the tops of the tab.es
outside the Student Union and later

from the concrete flower bed in front
of Clark Library.
"There’s a lot of people. and I’m
one of them, who believe Jesus is
going to come hack in the second
week of September, the Feast of
Rosh Hashana. the self-described,
born-again Christian told the crowd.
"Jesus Christ is going to come
back and take Jerry Falwell, Billy
Graham and many other Christians
with him, maybe five or six million
of them in the United States, he
said.
The street preacher said that the
Bible has foretold the judgment day
and that many of the students at
SJSU would go to hell because they
were not saved.
"The Lord has looked upon all the
people of this campus and He’s seen
how often you’ve prayed today, how
hard and bow sincerely," said the
preacher.
He said that God knows everyone’s deepest thoughts.
The preacher said, "I can’t understand why people won’t get saved.
Are you really having that much
fun?"
Several students in the crowd answered, "Yes." The preacher replied, I don’t believe that. I believe
See PROPHET, hack page

Unidentified prophet preaches end of the world to students
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A.S. champions
students rights
The students and the administration of
SJSU :lave recently been doing battle via the
legal s stein But we don’t think our school is
courting disaster.
One might onclude that the two sides’ interests are not as important as school harmony,
that the con 11 ict between administration and
students is the worst lasting effect. Indeed, it is
truly sad that these two most powerful parties
must settle their differences like estranged
spouses in court.
But we feel the students’ collective voice is
best represented with legal counsel. And, win
or lose, we believe it is necessary to exercise
our rights as eitriens of this community. Winning these battles would be nice. Fighting for
what we believe is not iust our right. It is our
duty.
The Associated
Editorial
Students’
recent
loss in Superior
Court in its attempt to block the eliminating of
four minor sports k as unfortunate. Many students felt that these sports should have been
continued.
The A.S. lost an honorable fight.
The Spartan Daily firml> supports A.S. efforts to defend our student interests in this matter.
t For students to retain faith in the school
they must feel that their best interests are represented.
The A.S. has also retained counsel in the
Rec Center situation. It’s unfortunate that the
administration and students must be divided on
the issues. And slugging it out in court damages the school’s image.
But we’re proud that the student government has taken the student interests to heart.
The answer is not tor us to yield willingly to
administrative decree. It is a challenge to SJSU
students to make their short time here their
own. It is our duty to the school to make our
needs known.
But the ability to make needs known can
only be effective on an administration with an
open door policy. The lines of communication
must always he clear for changes to be made,
problems to be heard and unfortunate decisions
to be avoided.
Problems like the sports cuts should he settled on campus before ever reaching the courts.
The students and staff involved in these decisions should he informed by the administration
in advance and the issues ironed out so litigation is not necessary.
As it happened, the cuts c;iine late last semester after athletes had signed letters of intent
virtually eliminating them from other schools’
programs. Communication was nonexistent.
We hope for the good of the university, the
the A.S. continues its eflOrts to represent the
needs of the students Moreover, we hope they
no longer have to use the courts as their loudspeaker.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from you
our readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. We feel that
by listening to our readers we can better
serve the campus community. However,
personal attacks and letters in poor taste
will not be published, nor will anonymous
letters be accepted.
All letters may he edited for length or
libel. We will also correct obvious style
and grammar errors.
Letters must bear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class level.

letters to the editor
Waiting is rewarding
Editor,
After reading Mary Hayes
article covering the economic
and psychological perils of
waiting tables, perhaps the best
tip I can offer is that she
consider a career move
Ms. Hayes should realize that
in every profession, from
acrobat to zoologist , there
exists a particular element of
both risk and reward. In
professions that provide a
service to the public, the risks
include catering to the
occasional loud and abusive
patron and the "childish,"
overly-demandingly irate, who
wouldn’t recognize good
service if it came up and bit
him
on
the
nose.
fortunately, these same, abusive
ingrates are all about us and

can be found in grocery and
department stores, in libraries,
in our schools and in fine
bookstores everywhere. So
what else is new?
The rewards of waiting tables
lie in the opportunity to
generate extra income, through
tips, by providing quality
service in a clean comfortable
atmosphere, in a friendly
efficient manner. When greeted
in a restaurant by a "chirping,"
insincere waitperson - "Nancy
Drew grin" pasted rigidly in
place - and giving the
impression they would rather be
doing anything other than
taking my order. I have a
difficult time looking them in
the eyes and smiling. Next,
when
presented
menu
highlights in a tone reminiscent
of the robot from "Lost in
space," having to wait 45

minutes for a cheeseburger, and
then having my milk forgotten
because of my fetish for cold
milk. I assure you I am in no
hurry to shower my waiter with
wads of cash, simply because
they decided to show up for
work that day with a waitress
uniform on.
I would add that it is a give
and take relationship. Ms.
Hayes, and I have found that
most people will tip in
accordance to the service
received - even those who are
"just plain sadistic." And from
my experience, sadists can be
found at either end of the
restaurant table.
Bill Brandon
Senior
Liberal Studies

Violence is just the nature of the game
In 1970 Wayne Maki of the
St. Louis Blues became the first
National Hockey League player
taken to court for fighting during
games. Five years later in
January 1975, Dave Forbes of the
Boston Bruins was charged with
aggravated assault. Both men
were acquitted.
And I thought that’s
ridiculous.
I read in the morning sports
page the other day to find out
that Judge Sidney Harris ordered
Minnesota North Star forward
Dino Ciccarelli to serve one day
in jail for hitting Toronto Maple
Leafs’ Luke Richards with his
stick and punching him in the
mouth during a game
And I thought that’s even
more ridiculous.
Although
they
are
unfortunate, fights are a part of
professional sports. Is being a pro
sufficient justification to fight?
No.
Pro athletes don’t live in the
real world.When men make
millions of dollars to shoot a
puck past a goalie. put a ball
through the hoop, or hit topspin
lobs-- they are living in an
affluent world. These athletes
will never struggle to make it.
The judge ruled that pro
athletes are not above the law.
But where do you draw the line’?
When a pitcher brushes back
a batter, does that constitute
maybe 10 hours of community
service?
When San Francisco 49er
defensive back Ronnie Lott
makes a blind -side quarterback
sack should he get reprimanded
like a naughty schoolboy’?
Ciccarelli was found guilty
of assault and led away in
handcuffs. Gee, after what Mike
Tyson did to Michael Spinks you
would think this same judge
would give Tyson the electric
chair. Book ’em, Dano!
A judge must realize that in
physical sports like football or
hockey. fights happen and stem
from aggresive play which stems
from a desire to win. Are we
going to take away aggessive
play and perhaps a winning
spirit’?
This case was brought to

trial because it was not just plain
assault, but with a deadly
weapon. If a hockey stick is a
deadly weapon. again where do
you draw the line?
Is a Nolan Ryan fastball a
deadly weapon’?
Is Ronnie Lott’s helmet a
deadly weapon?
Are Mike Tyson’s fists a
deadly weapon?
Fiends of mine who
have played hockey tell me
getting hit with a stick is as bad
as being beaten with a baseball
bat. So Judge Sidney Harris
sentenced Ciccarelli to one day
in jail for the equivilent of hitting
someone over the head with a
bat.
If the judge is so serious,
then the punishment should meet

the crime. If you go out in the
streets and do this, you are going
to receive more of a punishment
than this apparent slap on the
wrist.
No fan is going to tell you
that hockey is a clean sport, and
they most likely will tell you that
the game is much too violent.
But if there have been only three
cases of excessive violence
brought to court with only one
conviction, it can not be that
much of a menace to society.
The judges in this country and in
Canada, where the Ciccarelli
ruling was, have to realize that
the true, dangerous criminals are
out in the streets.
The amount of crime in our
society is staggering. Judges
should concern themselves with
prosecuting felons who are a
menace to our society. The socalled victims were not entirely
innocent. Just like Maki, Forbes,
or Ciccarelli, they were after the
same thing: a victory.
If you are going to send a
message to pro athletes that
violence won’t be tolerated; fine,
set a precedent The courts should
make a clear rule, not just make
an example.

For many students the summer is time comprised
of travel, beachcombing, earning extra school money, or
just relaxing.
For the lucky ones, anyway.
For others, those three hot months can be a time ot
great mental anguish. A time of soaring hopes, ending
in crashing realities. A time of contusion, loss and
heartache.
It is a time of despair.
It is apartment hunting/moving time.
You may now be under the impression that I don’t
like to move.
Wrong.
The term "don’t like" does not even begin to
describe the deep wells of hatred that moving, unlike
any other activity (except watching game shows) can
tap.
This isn’t to say that I’ve let my disdain cloud my
ability to learn something from my third move in as
many years here in San Jose.
I have learned the same thing countless students
before me have teamed and , no doubt, hundreds after
me will also.
For those who have yet to become experienced
though, read and learn.
There are only three types of apartments in the
greater (well maybe mediocre) SJSU area: dangerous
and overpriced, scummy and overpriced, and just
overpriced.
Let us first examine the simply overpriced
apartments.
There is only one complex that comes to mind that
is actually nice inside and out, except for the "San
Quentinesque" architecture. But what it lacks in being a
place that can be entered unarmed, it makes up for in
price.
It’s expensive to the point that! feel embarrassed
for the people living there. (Why are you here’? If you
can afford these places why aren’t you at Stanford or
Santa Clara? Don’t have the grades?)
One of the requirements on the application is an
agreement that the resident will pursue an MBA within
the next two years, drive a BMW and wear power ties.(
OK, I lied, but go inside the place someday. The place is
so full of Nagels and pastels
)
Like 1 said it is nice, but too rich for my financial
palate.
Next, are dangerous and overpriced establishments.
There is not much I can say about these places because
someone might hurt me if I did. A piece of advice
though, beware of apartments that list "gun racks" as a
feature in the listings. And again expect to pay enough a
month to make house and car payments combined in
most other cities.
The last is the scummy and overpriced apartments.
(Sorry to spoil any surprise apartment seekers, but this
is probably what you will end up in.) Here is where
many students call home. Actually they can’t always
call home because the phone system is usually on the
blink.
Ever wonder who the carpet stores sell their extra
green shag that the regular public wouldn’t use in a dog
house? Wonder no more! Acres and acres of matted
smelly gray green mold that looks like it grew from the
foundation, live and fester in apartments all over
downtown.
But that is not all.
There are several features that are found commonly
in all of these apartments:
Ancient electric wall heaters the were built before
the words "energy conservation" became a part of
American vocabulary. There are rock concerts with a
lesser thirst for electricity.
A thick coating of grease on the range that makes it
look like someone drove that Amana in the Baja 1000
off road race. ( The apartment manager will call this
slime "rust protection." which brings me to my next
point.)
An over weight. underskilled, manager whose
perception of reality is somewhat inferior to someone
on several tabs of LSD but somewhat greater then
Reagan. Although they seem to lack many of the
necessary skills the rest of us use in everyday life they
have hearing that puts rabbits to shame. They generally
only use these three statements (loudly) in conversation.
1 -Turn down that damn stereo!
2-Rent is due!
3-I told you to turn down that damn stereo!
Like the others, these apartments cost much more
then they are worth. So if you are in the market for an
apartment, save up! (No not just money but weapons.
Raid, etc.)
I was lucky this year, though. My friends and I
found a house. And although at first it was scummy
and overpriced, our landlord has never asked us to turn
down the stereo.
Mike Lewis is the Forum page editor. His
column will appear on Tuesdays. Ht is convinced
Elvis is alive and bugging his phone.

Attention, Artists!
Are you handy with a pen? Do you
have an interest in politics or social issues? Do you like to draw editorial cartoons or standard illustrations’?
Regular contributors can even sign up
to earn university credit. Just bring a few
samples of your talent.

:11113~1.-

Anyone interested in contributing either political cartoons or arranging to draw
specific illustrations for stories on a caseby -case basis, contact eithec Katarina Jon bolt, editor in chief, or Mike Lewis,
Forum Page litor at 924-3280.
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Talking Heads
How are you dealing
with the parking crisis?

John Chu, Jr., Mechanical F:ngineering: "I come to school early
before 7 a.m., so parking is really
not a problem for me. The parking
permit I have saves time and I can
park as often as I want."

Jennifer Johnson, Sr., Social
Science: "Parking is horrid. I believe the cost of parking shouldn’t be
quite as expensive as it is. Today the
garage was full, so I parked in front
of a meter. I had to run back to my
car twice today to deposit more
change in the meter."

Marquis Greer, Fr., Theater
Arts: "I have to leave home at 5:30
a.m, to get here for my 8:30 a.m.
class. I end up parking in the local
residential area.’

Companies pick up the cost of credit fraud
tivity
"We’re not talking nickel and
dime." said Richard Collier, head of
security for Master Card. which reported fraud losses of $100 million
last year. Irs stealing, lust as effectively as a peison %s ilk a gun...
While no one is walls sure how
many credit cards are stolen by pickpockets, lost and stolen cards account for 70 percent of all fraudulent
activity.
The other 30 percent is attributed

NEW YORK (AP)
A stolen
,redit card is as good as cash to the
skilled pickpocket. who often has
ataxss to excellent forgers. crooked
merchants and the mob.
But the victim is rarely held liable
for the bloated bill. The card companies pick up the tab, and they’re
eager to thwart fraud.
Fraudulent use of lost or stolen
credit cards is a multimillion -dollara-year criminal enterprise, often a
means of financing other illegal ac-

to counter telt and altered cards, misuse of ,..nd numbers on mail order
items. "lids obtained by falsil ing
applications and new cards stolen
before delivery.
Pickpockets genei ally use the card
quickly. practicing the signature and
backing it up with other identification found in the wallet
Most of the losses occur in the
first three days." said Dan Brigham.
a spokesman tor Visa. w Inch reported losses of $165 million last

.110t

Thieves also are aware that autho.
niation calls are not required loi
purchases under $50 or $75. and
they can run up a big bill with a lot
of $49 charges. especially in department stores.

California white supremacists are branching out
HELENA. Mont. (AP) --- A California-based white -supremacy group
says it will open an office in Helena
in a few weeks
because the city
commission asked them to stay
away.
The commission’s letter of July 25
"Illiected into us a case of reverse
’,etiology," George King of the
I .eague of Pace Amendment Advocates of Glendale. Calif., told the
Helena Independent Record.
The commission instructed City
Manager W.J. A’erwoll to write the
league after reports stir taced that it
was considering activ ities in Helena.

"It’s the first time local officials said the group’s message is not rac- Pace plans.
got 541 high-handed, actually dis- ism. but eradication of it by separat:I’m-aging us from opening." King tion of the races.
"We don’t want them here..
said.
King said the league will invite Wordal said. "They stand for a phiThe organization took out a full - the public to an open house at its He- losophy that’s not part of this compage advertisement in Sunday’s In- lena office and will offer "an inter- munity and never will be. As far as
I’m concerned, anything we can do
dependent Record. Labeled "an esting program.’’
City Commissioner Blake Wordal to discourage them from being here.
open letter to the senior officials and
people of Helena." the ad said its said he was digressed hi hear of the we should do. "
purpose was to lay out the league’s
beliefs.
The advertisement said the Pace
Amendment Advocates want to
amend the U.S. Constitution to deny
11.S. citizenship or permanent resiANNOUNCING...
dency to all non-white people. King
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David Hanley, Jr., Advertising:
"I play the drive around game. Parking is abominable, nasty. It took me
25 minutes to l’int1..4IcitziPg Vitc*.
today. I finally found .a space at
Reed and Third streets. I’m not
going to shell out $81 for a pass that
doesn’t guarantee a space.
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SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
for .S.ISIT student, faculty and staff
organizations. Items may be submitted on forms in the Daily office,
Dwight Bentel Hall Room 208, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
Deadline for the next day’s publication is noon.
TODAY
Miran. .. al Flag Football: Sign up
at Student Activities and Services
Offices before Sept. 9. For information call 924-5956.
Fantasy and Strategy Club: Open
S.U.
Gaming Room. 6-11 p
Upper Pad and Costanoan Room.
For information call 377-5349.
Student Health Advisory Committee: Meeting, 12-1 p.m., Health
Building 208. For information call
924-6117.
Amnesty International: Art Reception.7 p.m., First floor of the Art
Building.
Intercultural Steering Committee:
Applications for lixid bazaar on
Sept. 21 and 22 are being accepted
in the A.S. business offices. For information cll 924-6255.
Chorale Auditions: Auditions and
first rehearsal for "Messiah", 7
p.m.. Music Building Room 150.
For information call 924-4332.
Concert Choir Auditions: Openings in all voices. Music Building
Room 103 and 262. For information
Call 924-4332.
Campus Crusade for Christ: Tue.
slay Night Live, 7:15 p.m., Spartan
Memorial Chapel. For information
call 294-4249.
:Intramural Volleyball: Sign up in
Student Services. For information
Call 924-5962.
:Innertube Water Polo: Sign up in
Student Services. For information
;call 924-5962.
DN1 SDAV
:Army ROTC: Benefits Orientation.
9 a.m. and 11 a.m. S.U. Almaden
Room, and 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. S.11.
Guadalupe Room. For information
call 924-2927.
MEChA: General Body Meeting, 6
p.m., Chicano library Resource
Center, Walquist library North

Third Floor. For information call
298-2531.
College Republicans: New mem
ber’s meeting. 12:30 p.m., S
Guadalupe Room. For inhirmation
call 946-5916.
THURSDAY
Amnesty international: Meeting.
7:30
S.U. Pacheco Room. For
information call 924-7931.
Gay and Lesbian Alliance: Meeting/social, 4:30 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe Room. For information call
293-5273.
FRIDAY
Chinese Campus Fellowship: WcI
come Program. 2-4:30
S
Guadalupe Room. For information
call 293-2(182.
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Newcomers build solid volleyball squad

Larry Strong Daily staff photographer

Coach Montgomery prepares his squad for the season

By Stan Carlberg
Daily staff writer
If experience is the key to success.
then the SJSU Volleyball Head
Coach Dick Montgomery has a lot to
%sorry about.
After losing eight key players on
the squad during the past two years.
Montgomery is starting this year
with a fresh crop of newcomers.
"We’ve lost some key players in
the past," said Montgomery
But I
feel we had an excellent recruiting
year Maybe one of the hest ever."
With the new faces on the court.
Montgomery is looking forward to
building another solid squad.
"Were potentially strong," he
said. "But we lack experience.
Due to the lack of expenence and
youth on the squad. Montgomery
doesn’t know what to expect in their
first outing at the lady llte Invitational on Sept. I
"I’m cautiously optimistic going
into the season with only two weeks
of practice." he said. "But after
that. we’ll see what well have to do.
Right imw only: time will tell.
While the Spartans will have to replace several starters from last year’s
21.1(1 squad, they do have some key
pertormers returning.
Topping the list is right outside
hitter Kim Hicks. The strong -hitting
senior is coming off of one of her
hest seasons ever. She led the Spartans with 103 block assists and was

third best on the team with 255 kills.
"She (Hicks) is beginning to put
together the physical skills with the
technical skills needed to be successful. This year should be her finest
year... Montgomery quoted front the
media guide.
Another returning starter is 6 -foot
senior Kari Roberson. The middle
bkicker was second on the team in
hitting percentage (.302) last year
and tied for second for the Spartans
in total blocks with 114.
’We’re looking for great consistency and leadership front Kari this
year,’ said Montgomery.
At the setter position, the battle is
between 6 -foot junior Susie Laymon
and freshman Janine Ward, who is
corning off one of her best seasons
ever in high school. Ward, who
comes here front Lakewood. Calif.,
is one of the most promising freshman on the squad.
"Janine has excellent potential."
said Montgomery. "We expect her
to contribute immediately."
Two more newcomers are 6-foot 1 freshman Leslie Page and Dawnis
Wilson, who are both contenders for
starting positions.
’’The freshmen have really proven
themselves.’
said Montgomery.
"They all are battling from starting
positions. ’
Other members on the team include Mona Sualua, a transfer stu-

dent from the College of the SequMary
Ann
oias;
sophomores
Wagner. Laura Boone and Heather
McPherson; and 6-foot -2 Betsy
Welsh of Livermore.
Coming in as a freshman can be
fun, but also very intimidating.
"It’s a big step for me," said
freshman hopeful Leslie Page. "Because it’s a whole different type of
game. People are much quicker here
than in high school.
"I’m playing with girls I looked
up to in high school, hut it doesn’t
intimidate me that much. It lust
makes me want to work harder to

start. But whatever happens. I’m
really excited about the season and
playing with these girls. If we work
well as a team, I know we’ll do
good...
Instead of focusing on individuals. Montgomery emphasi/ed the
importance of team hall and what
type of game his team will play.
"We always have pride in our defense. " he said. "And this year is no
different. We are also working much
harder to strengthen our offense and
we’re coming along well. I’m really
pleased with our progress so far."

NY Giants suspend players
violating NFL drug policy
Lawrence
CHICAGO ( AP)
Taylor, the All -Pro linebacker for
the New York Giants will he suspended from the National Football League team for violating the
league’s substance abuse policy.
The Chicago Tribune. in Monday’s editions, said two NFL

sources the newspaper did not
identify confirmed the suspension of Taylor and "more than
two" other unidentified players.
Taylor and the others will miss
four games of the regular season,
which starts Sept. 4. the Tribune
reported

INTRAMURAL SPORTS
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NOW!
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I CUT COLLEGE COSTS I
I STARTING RIGHT HERE I
I
I 21/20

NOW HIRING
PART TIME
Bus People
Kitchen Workers
Waitpeople
Hostesses

, Per
with t, Copy ,I

nd when vou come in for our 212C otter, ask for a
quick course on all our other great services. You’ll
emerge better prepared tor the rest of your courses.

copsmat

The Professional Leader In Copy Centers
For the CopyMat nearest you, study the White Page,
sr...a.. we, al PSnoporong slow Ono coupon pr custonw 00On egpnes 9 71 In
Phu Oollool to a unpo Pope 12010 otnto OT 2 M11, Pomo ono

INNERTUBE H20 POLO

DEADLINE SEPTEMBER 7

Flexible Scheduling
Close to Campus
- MANY POSITIONS AVAILABLE
- YOUR FRIENDS PROBABLY WORK HERE!
- APPLY IN PERSON M-F 2:30 - 3:30

10 CopyMal

51 N.

San Pedro Downtown

CONTACT DARIN MEDEIROS 924-5962

FLAG FOOTBALL

DEADLINE SEPTEMBER 9 CONTACT CHRIS MCPHILLIPS 924-5956

VOLLEYBALL
DEADLINE SEPTEMBER 9

CONTACT DARIN MEDEIROS 924-5962

ORGANIZE A TEAM OR SIGN UP AS AN INDIVIDUAL. PICK UP
S1GNUP PACKETS IN THE LEISURE SERVICES OFFICE NEXT TO THE PUB
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

Fix

SERfflCES

ATTENTION PARKING NEWS!
$81.00 FEE

Fall 1988 introduces a new range of CSU parking fees, in the case of SJSU, $81.00 per
semester. The use of quarters has been discontinued and you are required to purchase a
semester parking permit to park in the garages.
NOTE: The 7th St. Garage has limited $2.00 daily permit parking, but only when space is
available. The 4th St. and 10th St. Garages are SEMESTER PERMIT ONLY at all times.

PURCHASE!

How do you buy your parking permit? Walk-in sales for daytime commuter semester permits
ONLY, begin August 25th in the Student Union Umunhum room. Doors open at 9:00 am and
close at 4:00 pm. All other permits (RESIDENCE HALL, AVIATION, NIGHT, DISABLED, AND
EMPLOYEE) are available at the Traffic and Parking Office in the 7th St. Garage.

ALTERNATIVES!

Park and Ride is no longer free either show your semester permit or pay $2.00 for a daily
permit when you drive into the lot at 7th and Humboldt.

CARPOOL!

Alternatives to driving alone are available and you should give them serious consideration.
To encourage carpooling we have reduced the eligibility for a carpool permit from three riders to
TWO. Two or more students may share the cost of a parking permit, which entitles them to
preferential parking in the 7th St. Garage.

RIDE THE BUS!

Ride the bus or Light Rail. County Transit blankets Santa Clara County with fast, frequent
services, including an express bus connecting with BART. Discount passes are available at the
A.S. Business Office.

BIKES, MOPEDS &
MOTORCYCLES!

Ride a bike - rent a locker at the Bookstore. How about a moped or motorcycle? Semester
permits for these vehicles are only $20.25.

FOR INFORMATION CALL 924-6556
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Coach Menendez foresees winning soccer season

Taylor stabilizes
Spartan defense
Ity /AC Shess
Daily staff writer
The San Jose State Football
season is filled with question
marks, but one thing is certain
Jay Taylor will bring stability to
the defensive backfield.
The 5-9, 174 -pound senior led
the team last season with four interceptions and 15 pass breakups,
along with 49 tackles (40 unassisted).
Those numbers were enough
for him to earn first team allPCAA and honorable mention
All -America honors. Not had for
a player who came out of Grossmont College in El Cajon and was
looked over by nearly every
major college.
"There were a lot of talks, but
our team (Grossmann was not
very good, so all there was was
talk," said Taylor.
This fall. Taylor has been
slowed by a mild knee sprain,
according to trainer Charlie
Miller.
"He’ll return this week. There
is no reason at this point to rush
him,"said Miller.
Miller added that if there was a
game today, Taylor would be in
the lineup.
Taylor’s hard work ethic has
earned him much praise from the
coaching staff. Head Coach
Claude Gilbert refers to Taylor as
a "premier college defensive
player."
"He has great cover skills and
he has great confidence in his
ability," said Gilbert.
Much of his success at covering receivers comes from his tremendous speed. In spring drills
he was timed at 4.31 in the 40
yard dash. Last spring, he was a
sprinter on the Spartan track
team.
Defensive Backfield Coach
Herman Edwards points out that
Taylor also plays smart.
"He is a very astute player, he
pays attention to what you’re trying to teach. And he continues to
work, he works as if he has no
ability," said Edwards.
Taylor is quick to shrug off
compliments with an "I -just -

want -to-play" attitude. And that
attitude just could be his ticket to
the National Football League.
Don’t expect Taylor to have illusions of multi -million dollar
contracts and fast cars.

Jay Taylor
. . .Vpartan cornerback
Taylor would like to compete
professionally, but if a career in
the NFL does not pan out. Taylor
plans to take his sociology degree
and go to real estate school.
Taylor’s abundant talent and
drive have already earned the respect of his teammates. He uses
these qualities to help other players and provide quiet leadership.
"He’s a team player," according to Edwards. "Jay is not just
concerned with himself. He helps
others."
"I like to use the term ’lead by
action,’ because I just go out and
play," said Taylor.
Taylor is unsure how the upcoming season will go. He is
looking forward to playing a football power like the University of
Washington and sees it as a
chance for San Jose State to get
some national respect.
"We get jipped because we’re
San Jose State. They (the media)
refuse to give us credit. It’s just
like a few years back when
Fresno State went 13-0 and they
said. ’No. you’re not number
one,’ "said Taylor.

By Darren Sabedra
Deity staff writer
This early in the season, San Jose
State soccer coach Julius Menende/
said it’s too difficult to tell how well
the Spartans will play in 1988.
He did say that Thursday’s 7:30
p.m. opener against San Francisco
State at Spartan Stadium will be a
good indication as to what kind of
team the Spartans will field.
"We’re in a rebuilding year.
Menende/ said. "We have seven
starters starting for the first time. It’s
hard to say how we’ll do. We only
have 2 or 3 guys with experience.
"What we’re trying to do now is
get It together for 90 minutes. We’re
doing a lot of conditioning and
scrimmaging right now.’’
The Spartans, who are coming off
four consecutive losing seasons, will
need big games from last year’s
leading scorers John Dickenson and
Jon Ragnarrson if the team is going

to improve
"These guys are both good play
ers.’’ said Menende/. who’s begin
’We’re in a
ning his 35th year as the SJSU sot:
cer coach.
rebuilding year.’
Ragnarrson and freshman Print
Petersen, who are from Iceland. arc
Julius Menendez,
continuing the SJSU-Iceland tradiSpartan soccer coach
tion. They are the second and third
players in recent years to come to
SJSU from Iceland.
"Inge Ingason ( who played on the I need better "fitness control" if it’s
1987 Spartan soccer team) is the guy I going to improve on I987’s 5 13-1
who makes contacts for me in Ice- record.
land. Soccer’s really big over
"We need guys around the hall
there," said Menende/, who’s also when the ball’s in the center of the
helped coach the 1972 and 1976 field,’’ Ratloski said.
The Spartans, who compete in
United States lymph: soccer teams.
The kid from Iceland (Petersen) is two conferences in soccer (the Big
going to he a fine player. He can West and the Northern California
help our defense. He can play any- Soccer (’onference), will be starting
a freshman goalie. Mike Taft. from
where in the midfield."
Right back Richard Rafloski, Santa Cru/ to open the season.
"Mike’s got good hands," Mewho’s returning for his third season
with the Spartans, said the team will nende/ said. "He just needs to mature in the position. He’s got the
tools he needs.
Menendez, who’s team hasn’t had

6
in 1983. attributes the downfall to
the other teams "seasoning’. up
"With all the high schools
soccer, a lot of good plaSers are
coming out and going to different
schools, he said
Santa Clara. in Menendei eses.
is a team with exceptional talent
"There are a lot of teams which I
call ’seasoned teams.. Santa Clara is
a good case in point. They have an
outstanding team:* he said.
In the Big West conference. Mc
nende/ said UNLV and Fullerton
will field quality teams. While in the
NCSC. Santa Clam will be the team
to look out for.
The Spartans, whose rich traditior,
in soccer includes 10 trips to tht
NCAA playoffs and tine qualific.i
lion into the N(’A A Final Finn
11968), will be trying to bring bad
the glory days this season.
"Our goal this season is to have
winning season and try to do sonic
thing in the playoffs... Menende7
said.
a Winning season since going 12

GRADS

Back to School
25% off Everything

DECEMBER ’88
MAY/AUGUST ’89

Stock up Now and Save!

Several hundred employers
will visit San Jose State University this year
to interview candidates for career positions.
Don’t miss out on the full variety
of employers.., register now!

ii Art Supplies
I] Graphic Art Materials
ill Stats and Halftones

PICK UP A REGISTRATION PACKET
IN BUILDING Q.
(next to the Business Tower)

El Drafting Supplies
SAN JOSE ART
481 S. Bascom
San Jose

(1)0411411,41,
31 W. San Fernando
San Jose

408-298-8422

408-294-7773

Jpen MR 9.9
Sat 10530 Sun 12 5

11

M

The deadline to to request interviews for
series" I" is September 8th.

F

For further information call

wind stucirni ill. KI,11111 Cd

Ends October I

924-6010
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SPARTAN PRICE RIOT!!!
GIFTS
KOOL KUBES REUSABLE :CE
REG. $2.00 - 2.50

AUGUST 22nd - 31st?

NOW ONLY $

GENERAL SUPPLIES
12 PACK OF STAEDLER MARS
MECHANICAL PENCIL LEAD
A fi
0.41,

SCRIPTO SPECIALS
OUR PRICE $1.39
VALUES UP TO $3.07

COFFEE MUGS
REG. PRICE $3.99 - 6.59
NOW $2.99 - 4.94

440

f,

STAEDTLER MARS MICROFIX PENCIL
REG. PRICE $2.99
NOW $1.88
ONION SKIN TYPING PAPER
REG. PRICE $2.39
NOW 60c

SJSU T-SHIRT

CLOTHING
SJSU BOXER SHORT

REG. PRICE $9.95

REG. PRICE $9 99

NOW:
GENERAL BOOKS

.99

$5.95

NOW:

SELECTED BRIEF BAGS
PRICED AT 1/3 OFF

$6.99

SPECIAL PURCHASE ON ART BOOKS
UP TO

60%

OFF ORIGINAL PRICES

MERRIAM WEBSTER
HARDCOVER DICTIONARIES
REG. PRICE $15.95
NOW:

$11.95

ELECTRONICS
SHARP EL-509S
CACULATOR
SUGGESTED RETAIL $19.99

TRY OUR

CANDY
OWN JELLY BELLY CUSTOM MIX

OUR PRICE $11.50

REG. 3.35 lb
NOW ONLY

f\041q-goc-u-s

PHOTO
FREE 2nd SET OF COLOR
TIME OF PROCESSING
(STANDARD SIZE)

$2.50 lb
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Cox earns job with 49ers
Former SJSU star
defies the odds
By Sean Mulcaster
Daily start writer
Competing for a roster position as
coseted National Football League
draft choice can he an imposing and
arduous task
Amidst all the sophisticated scouting reports. tree agents fall into the
low priority /one when it conies to
having a realistic shot at landing a
TOb. The. \.1s the plight faced by former ST S t standout Greg Cox.
Fut Cox to esen have a chance, he
needed to he exceptional. When the
San Framisco 49ers reduced their
roster to the 47 -man limit on Monday (.1is ilcared the final obstacle to
cant a tot, as a defensive hack and
sites ail teams player w ith his super e plas this pre -season.
Atter being a key component the
past Its seasons for one of college
football s stiniest defenses, the ti
foot. .l pound player was faced
with an idennts if ISIS of sods.
"People didn’t know what he was
and that’s probabls why he wasnt
drafted... said l’tt1. agent Bob I.a
Monte. a San use based player rep
resciutat it C 1..i \ tome also has FitItilue Jays pitcher. Dave Stieb
as a client
’What is he ’ A safets ’ A rose!
back ’ A Imehackei ’ People were not
malty willing to take a chance on
ireg
[he annual NFL scouting combines acre held in Indianapolis in
April The combine is used to evaluate the talents of area teams.
The 49ers and four other teams
expressed interest m Cox, but none
acre willing to expend a precious
draft choice in the May draft.
According to La Monte. Cox scored
in the top five percent on the physical and written tests given to athletes.
’The combine was pretty competitis e. said (’ox. a native of Columbus. Ohio. "There were a kit of guys
ith good skills going in. But baDaily File Photo
sically , I felt good about it. It was a
good experience...
Fullerton
against
Greg
Cos
in
a
game
Spartan
Former
SJSU Head Coach Claude Gilben
said. "There was no doubt in our
minds that he had the ability to make
an NFL football team. We were very
surprised he wasn’t drafted. We
were surprised when Guy Liggins
THE LEISURE SERVICES STAFF NEEDS SOME NEW MEMBERS
was unit drafted. (Liggins was
a iii ed by the 49ers last week after
sin so. mg the first two cuts.) But
were not surprised by what Greg
has done and what he’s doing in prote.stonal foothall.
Gilbert cites personal growth as
the kes reason to (’ox’s success.
55 lieu Greg came here (from
Hartnett Junior (’ollege, Salinas) he
had sonic rough spots and a great
deal of maturing to do. He’s gone
through that as a person on and off
the field. Were extemely proud of
w hat he has dime
Cox, who garnered first team allPCA A and honorable mention All America last season, said he wanted
WORK - STUDY STUDENTS ENCOURAGED TO APPLY
hi he a safety when he entered the
training camp in Rocklin.
INFORMATION AND APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN
"They’re using me a lot more in
THE LEISURE SERVICES OFFICE NEXT TO THE PUB
sluni, fiat -type coverages." said
Cox.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 2
%filch like the scouting combine.
Cox said he was surrounded hy
highly touted draft choices and for
imdable competition front NFL veterans such as Tom Holmoe and Bo
EA
lrlt
Eason.
FUNDED IV ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
"It was trippy being at camp with
first and second rounders. Evers body can hit. The guys are faster and
bigger and there’s a lot more skill...
Cos said. "You play a lot more
man-to-man and it’s helped, but it’s
a catch -22 when you have to cover
Jerry Rice."
To prepare for training camp. Cuts
didn’t change his pre -season condi
’liming ritual.
e done it just the same way I
always do. I ran a lot of hills in Salinas and that prepared me pretty
well, he said. " I think I’m playing
uch better, both mentally and
physically. than at this time last

August
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Five cut to trim SF roster
SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP)
Rookie punter Barry Helton, a
tounh-round draft choice who provided stiff competition for 10th -year
veteran Max Runager, was among
five players waived Monday by the
Sari Franc iseo 49ers.
The 49ers also placed four other
players, including wide receiver
Terry Greer, on the injured list in
trimming their roster to the final 47 man limit.
Greer’s move to injured reserve
apparently settles the highly competitive receiver position, clinching
jobs for We,, (’handler. Mike Wilson, Calvin Nicholas and John Taylor along with last year’s NFI. Most
Valuable Player, Jerry Rice.
Waived along with Helton. of
Colorado, were rookie offensive
tackle Larry Clarkson of Montana.
second -year nose tackles Kes ID I .illy
and Doug Mikolas and fourth -year
running back Del Rodgers.
Placed on injured reserve with
Greer were linebacker 1)arren
Comeaux, a seventh -year seteran,
and second -year tight end Brent
Jones, who caught three passes for
the 49ers last season. Iklensive end
Clyde Glover was put on the minor
injured reserve list.
The team also said it plans it)
place rookie defensive lineman
Pierce Holt, a second -round pick out
of Angelo State. on injured reserve
Tuesday with a hyper-extended right
toe. Mikolas is expected to be put
hack on the active roster in Holt’,

RESERVE

place
Fout players alio got the as over
the weekend acre formally placed
on ix:users today:
linebackers
George Mira Jr. and George Cooper,
defensive tackle Jett Glasser and
cornerback Darryl Pollard.
Helton, whit punted seven nines
for only a 33.8 -yard average Friday
rere

night against Seattle, said he was not
surprised at his release.
"I think it was more than just that
one game," he said.
He said he planned to return home
to Colorado and keep practicing his
kicking in hopes of being picked up
by another team.
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WANT TO LEARN A
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
but can’t attend class regularly ?
Try our self-paced learning programs in French,
German, Hebrew, Italian, Portuguese, Russian and
Spanish. No formal classes. Take 1-5 units/semester
Work in lab or by arrangement with instructor in
lab/car/home. Text, tapes, software and video.

BASIC SPANISH
4A, 4B, (3 units each 1 VIDEO-AUDIO begin
or review. Practical conversation. No formal
class. Study in lab/home.

Call 924-4602
or come to Foreign Languages at
Sweeney Hall #219
\,

OFFICERS’

TRAINING

CORPS

James Holobaugh
Civil Engineering
University of Missouri
co-oping with St Louis
Corps of Engineers

WORK ON CAMPUS THIS FALL

"THE DASE CO-OP PROGRAM IS LIKE
A COURSE IN REAL LIFE."

4111k

OFFICIALS

"The big thing it offers is experience, and that’s what companies look for.
There are things I’ve learned on the job that I couldn’t learn in school."

FITNESS SPECIALIST

The Department of the Army Scientific and Engineering
(DASE) Co-op Program provides ROTC students the
opportunity to work in a Department of the Army facility
while still in college. Each is paid while getting practical
work experience in a high-tech facility. Selected students
also receive up to $5,000 tuition assistance per year and
the opportunity for continued employment after graduation.
To be eligible, you must be a freshman in a baccalaureate program leading to a degree in science or engineering. For more information on application procedures,
contact the Chairman of the Co-op Department or Ben
Harris at 924-2928. Or stop by Room 310, MacQuarrie HalL
Stadests are selected oa a competitive basis.
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ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

INTRODUCING SOME CLASS ACTS

Besides being a "great competitor
and a tough character. Gilbert said
0,4 is impressed with "the aplomb
he has shown and the way he has
gone about being in the NFL."
Although the 49ers offered hint
the most namey. La Monte said thes
signed with San Francisco because
of their defensive scheme.
’He’s basically a perfect nickel 1,1
defensive back employed in thud
down situations). so we felt the
49ers would give him the hest oppor
ninny to play.
In Friday’s exhibition finale
against the Seattle Seahawks, Cox
sprained his right ankle after tackling
Curt Warner for a five yard loss. But
on Sunday he said he was walking
on it and might he available for next
week’s season opener in New Or
jeans.
To make a 47 -man roster as a free
agent. I .a Monte contends that it is a
"The
proposition.
flint) tia I
chances to make it on a contender, a
-Super Bowl contender, which went
to- ,’’ said I a
.13-2 are I It
’Monte "Greg performed tremen:dously this pre season You’ve got
to be absolutely incredible. He had
Ito be lust to make it.’

County Transit’s new services to San Jose State
are the smart way to get to class.
BONUS BUS ROUTE 303
New limited slop service from the Almaden Valley. Express service at regular
service prices

BONUS BUS ROUTE 304
New limited stop service from South San Jose, Santa Teresa area and Palo Alto.
Fewer stops mean faster trips to school, work or home.

BONUS BUS ROUTE 300 - BUS ’N BIKE SERVICE
Now you can take the bus and your bike at the same time! All buses on Bonus
Route 300 have been equipped with bicycle racks. Now you can use the bus and
bring your bicycle along to get around campus.

PALO
ALTO
300
304

County Transit also serves San Jose State with lines 21, 22, 23, 24, 63, 64, 65,
66, 68, 72, 81, 82, 83, 85, 87, 160, 180, 301 and Light Rail,

300
Bus ’n
Bike

303

MORE RIDES FOR LESS
EAST
SAN
JOSE

Buy your monthly County Transit Flash Pass at the Associated Students
business office in the Student Union and take advantage of special discounts
offered to San Jose State students.
Regular Flash Pass ($27 00 value) for only $22.00.
Good on all Regular, Bonus Bus and Light Rail service.

NEW ALMADEN
304
SANTA TERESA

Express Flash Pass ($29 00 value) for only $25.00
Good on all Regular, Bonus Bus, Express and Light Rail service.
For more information call County Transit at 287-4210.

cr,

Santa Clara County Transit

J
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A.S. keys on legal, childcare matters

Stepping out

Bob Beach Daily

staff photographer

Freshmen Mitch Cole, Andy DeRozier and Michael Goshey (from
front to back) practice their fancy foot-work during the first SJSU
Spartan Marching Band rehearsal of the season. The hand performs during halftime of Spartan football games.

By I.isa Hannon
Daily staff writer
While most students may be worrying about Geography 101. English
IA, and Math 10, the Associated
Students are tackling an Injunction
Petition, child care, and the Rec
Center
By the time classes officially
began, the A.S. had already been to
court, in an attempt to get an injunction to stop the university from eliminating four minor sports. When the
petition was denied, they were disappointed, but not discouraged.
"If there is no other option, we
can go to trial on the merits of the
case. There are also government tort
claims for the individual students to
file against the university. But now
we are hoping to settle out of court
with the university," said A.S. President Terry McCarthy.
What McCarthy wants is for all
official university meetings to be
open. This would give students the
chance to provide "meaningful input
in all dealings of the university, especially those which involve student
financial contributions in the form of
A.S. money," he said.
The A.S. has SI 17,000 frozen in
the form of Instructional Related Activities. This money is allocated to
university clubs, such as the Jazz
Ensemble, KSJS, Athletics, in addition to what the university gives to
them.
"There’s been a movement afoot
to begin phasing out IRAs because
the amount of influence and credit
students have (in decisions) has been
slowly deteriorating, but no steps

have been taken so far." said McCarthy.
"It’s unfortunate that the judgement did not favor our student -athletes, but we did our hest and now
its time to move on. McCarthy
said.
The next item that the A.S. is
moving on to is to build a bigger and
better child care facility.
"A.S. is committed to child care.
I believe that the students of our university need child care and need it
now." McCarthy said.
The unisersay’s child care facility
is currently a room on the second
floor of a church on 10th and San
Salvador streets. The A.S. is looking
into relocating the program in order
to accommodate more children.
"I’d like the space of Spartan
City, potentially, to be used for child
care. Even though the A.S. would
like to see Spartan City rebuilt. I believe there is a greater need for child
care, which could serve many more
students," said McCarthy.
McCarthy.
The A.S. proposal would haw
child care serving 150 children per
hour and would include a family
housing complex to accomodate 100
to 150 families, according to McCar
thy.
"Child care this year is a priority
of the Board of Trustees, a priority
of the Master Plan of CSU, a priority
of SJSU by the Need Assessment
Study done on childcare last year.
and child care is a priority of AS.,
said McCarthy.
"We’re committed to making sure
that a child care fae’’;ty gets off the

Senate officers call for openness in decision-making
By Ed Mullen
Daily staff writer
In the SJSU community, key decisions are sometimes made behind
closed doors. But two Academic
Senate officers feel that such decisions should be made more openly.
"I believe we shouldn’t do things
in secret," Academic Senate Chairperson Wiggsy Sivertsen said. "To
make difficult decisions, people
must be able to face the opposition
those decisions create."
Associated Students President
Terry McCarthy, also a member of
the Academic Senate. agrees.
"I’d like to see the university
agree to a policy to ensure open
meetings and participation by the

students in all areas of policy making." McCarthy said. "This type of
procedure would begin with the Academic Senate."
President Gail Fullerton and Academic Vice President Arlene Okerlund, both adminstrators on the Academic Senate, could not be reached
for comment.
The Senate, comprised of students, administrators and faculty,
gives SJSU’s academic community a
say in the formation of university
policies. The faculty makes up the
largest portion of the Senate.
"The Senate has traditionally
been the voice of the faculty," Sivertsen said. "(But) I don’t believe
in the separation of the administra-

tion. faculty and students. It is important to work together to come up
with the best solutions."
Sivertsen believes that the Senate
should become more vocal in
SJSU’s budget process.
"Higher education is not a high
priority for our governor," Sivertsen
said. "We (the Senate) need to ensure equitable and fair renumeration
for employees. We need to begin
analyzing and commenting on how
money is spent on campus.
"I think the Senate has not
exerted itself enough," Sivertsen
added. "Its power is derived from its
potential to have influence."
Sivertsen also said that without
the support of the faculty and the stu-

OFFICERS’

Great part-time jobl
for
S.J.S.0 Students
Work at S.J.S.U. sporting events.
Must be 18 and clean cut EO.E. ,
Call James

(415) 364-4500
TRAINING

CORPS

THE MORE YOU USE YOUR HEAD,
THE MORE MONEY
YOU CAN GET FOR COLLEGE.
Enroll in Army ROTC as a college elective
and serve part-time in the Army Reserve or
National Guard, and you can get as much as
84000 a year for college. That includes your
Guard or Reserve pay, the Cl Bill and up to
a $1000 grant each school year from ROTC.
Add it all up and you’ll graduate with a
college degree plus an Army Officer’s
commission. And all you have to do is use
your head.
For more information, contact John
Alota, Room 310, MacQuarrie Hall. Or call
924-2925.

dents the Senate can have little influence.
McCarthy feels that the Academic
Senate is valuable to the students of
SJSU.
"The Senate is where the students
can participate in the formation of
academic policies such as the plus minus grading system and academic
fairness."
One issue before the Senate this
year is the proposed ban on bicycles
and skateboards from campus.
The Senate has six student representatives. Each representative
serves a two-year term, hut only
three are elected in any one year.
Each school elects its faculty representatives.

Lit
1,0
ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Try a Macintosh today-you
may win a Sony Discman.

fed a hit more confident come
finals time:
Get a Macintosh computer to
help with your homework.
Then you’ll never have to .spend
another all nighter retyping a paper
just to purge a few typos and
dangling modifiers. You’ll be able to
crank out assignments that kiok as
though you bribed a friend in art
school.
And with an amazing new
program called lyperCae which just happens to come
packaged with every Macintosh -you can easily store, organize, and
cross reference research notes to
your heart’s content.

Now that a new school year is
under way, we have an idea that’ll
make both you and your parents

We’ve made it even easier for you to qualify for a
Wells Fargo student VISA card.
from verifiable sources after your
expenses. That’s all it takes to qualify
When you do, you’ll be getting a good
start on establishing credit.
So get your bank account number
and other personal information together
and call 1-800-642-BANK today.
Call Wells Fargo today and get 6 months free
membership. For a limited time, you’ll get
6 months free membership when you qualify
for a Wells Fargo student VISA card.
Call today.

WELLS FARGO STUDENT VISA

If not for yourself, do it for
afw
your folks.
11D.
The power to be your best.’

And if that isn’t enough reason
to k xi at a Macintosh today, here’s
another:
Right now, you have three
chances to win one of Sony’s
Discman- CD playersincluding the exciting Sony Rxiet
Discman, which also plays
the new 3 inch CDs. And
even if you miss out on
the CD player, you may
still win one of 15 Apple
T shirts. No strings attached
--jug fill out a registration
form at the location listed
below.
So come in and get your
hands on a Macintosh.

Enter: August Nth September rth

Spartan Bookstore’s Computer Dept.

1-800-642-BANK
C 1988 wilt NA

RESERVE

Yet. accordim
to pay oft the ts0c,
to McCarthy. olive the bonds are re
tired, the students will still pay the
additional tee
lkspite all the problems, Mir .
thy commented that the A.S. is ea
garly awaiting the ripening of the
Rey Cenier

Get A’s and B’s for your parents,
and a CD for yourself.

GET ONE NOW
WHILE THE GETTING
IS GOOD.
wor’sA
loam

We’ve also made it easy for you to
apply. Just give us a call and we’ll take
your application over the phone. You
need to be at least a sophomore at a
4-year California college or university.
And a U.S. citizen or permanent resident
with a social security number. You
must have a checking or savings account
opened for at least six months and
be on good terms with your bank and any
creditors. Finally, you should have at
least $200 a month in spending money

ground this year
whether the
money conies front phasing out
IRAs, front private donors, or by
asking the students to raise their fees
by 52.50. Right now were pursuing
all options." said McCarthy
Within the month, A.S. will has’:
an opinion put together on what option is in the hest interest of students.
according to Mc(’arthy.
Another priority of the A.S. is the
Student Union Recreational and
Events Center.
According to McCarthy, the Rev
Center is 59 million over budget.
"In my opinion and our committee’s opinion, it is purely because of
mismanagement of the chancellor’s
office on overseeing our facility,"
said McCarthy.
The current figure on how much
SJSU students will have to pay is an
additional 51) per semester, in order
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Admissions Office relocates
By Dan Turner
Daily staff writer
A hand -lettered cardboard sign
reading ’Ott iee if AdmIssions and
Kathleen Amirdash,
Records,’’ on the w !lido% Vv.:linguist
Librarv’s central Nine. gives the tin
Associate Director
pressrun that Mrs TleN location is
both temporatv .ind incomplete.
of facilities and development.
In terms of square footage, the
It is neither the oitive is there to
The new Admissions Office has ness office has less space than the
stay
a tact that scents to make new furniture, new dividers to create old one. Rut most staff members
ii,t/41,
’di
br
lust about ev els
separate compartments
or the agree that conditions have improved.
Just about
clerks, and new equipment.
"You’re not as distracted by all
hit’s lost in> add chi ip form,
"We’re all going to he consol- the people sitting across from you
and its I ) Inililhet dui mg the idated so that students can get serv- misi..* said clerk Eura Miller. referMO\ e.
s,tid 1h:shill:HI liii, 4011.1del.
ices in one area Associate Director ring to the new dividers that allow
"The> et .IIIted Ille to conic down Kathleen Amirdash said the nit’s e her to work in her own cubicle.
here and stand in line to get new vs ill increase the etticiencs of the ot
"I like the privacy."
ones, but I said *No is as, you mail lice, both for students and sot t
Students also seem to be pleased
the stuff to me
-Before. students had to come with the neyv location.
The itS ii e from the old location in here, then walk to the cosine’ to pay
"Tyerything Is more centrally lothe north vying of the library . is part lees. then conic kick trete
Amu
cated, said senior Scott Lane.
of a universits ettort to consolidate dash said. "We’re all going to be an amazingly smart move, for this
all of its business administration consolidated so I hal st talents can get university ."
functions m one place.
services in one ate.’
As lot the temporary paper and
The total cost of this moving and
The Cashier’, mice. currently cardboard signs, Amirdash says that
renovating effort vs ill be about $1.4 located in the Administration Build- they are currently being used as tests
million. according to Mohammad ing, is scheduled to ’Hoye to Wahl- to detemiine the most favorable loQuayounii, associate vice president quist Library in November.
cations.

’We’re all going to be consolidated so
that students can get services in one
area.’

Nursing strike ends after nearly 3 years
SAN FRANCISCO (API
Approval of a contract granting 2.200
striking registeted IltIrSes 21 percent
wage increases over .14 months ends
a citywide labot dispute that at one
point involved 4.000 nurses arid
eight area hospitals.
Although 10 other hospitals remained unaffected, hundreds of patients were inconvenienced as some
4)1 the struck medical facilities closed
emergency rooms, delayed surgeries
and consolidated many other hrtspital wry ices
Aletnhetshit) it the 4. tr

Peace talks
start again
for Iran and Iraq
GENE\ -v v1. resumed peace talks Monday amid
concern the Ilet.’011:1110TIS 1111011 be
near stalemate because hag has demanded full soy ereignty iii er the
Its
0114\
Shatt-al-Arah vs :11e1V).1
Wet
it) the sea.
The talks resumed in their fifth
day ;it a kisser level, because both
countries trrreign ministers removed
themselves after a snag Sunday
night.
Late Sunday, U.N. Secretary General Javier Perez de Cuellar met
for six hours with the separate delegations and acknowleged that the
talks had run into difficulties over
the withdrawal of troops behind internationally recogni/ed borders.
In reply to a question, he sail
"We cannot say rimy that we hay ,
reached deadlock." hut added "the
possibility alv.ays c
The disagreement temporari ly
downgraded the talks from the polii
cal to the technical level tralovsing
the v.atlidravv al rit Foreign Alinisteis
Tarig An/ of Iraq and Alt Akbar Velayati ot I ran
’I hope vie will move back to the
ministerial level as soon as the disagreement is settled.’ Pere/ de
Cuellar said
A tough statement made in Baghdad by Iraq’s deputy foreign minister. Saadoun Hamadi, placed doubt
on the possibility of progress.
Hamadi reiterated Iraq’s claim to
full sovereignty over the Shatt-alArab. A 1975 treaty placed the Iran Iraq border down the middle of the
waterway formed by the corium,
estuary of the Tigris and Euphriii,
rivers.
Iraq repudiated the treaty in September 1980 shortly before Sending
its army across the border to set tilt
the 8 -year -old war. More than I
lion were killed or injured in the
war.
"Any attempt to mini true the full
sovereignty of Iraq on this vital lane
would be faced with categorical rejection from our side." Harnadi
said. He also warned that "Iran will
face from our side full preparedness
to confront any behavior of aggres.ts e aspect.’’
elayati rejected Iraq’s claim to
-raire waterway. He told reporters Sunday night that the 1975 treaty
had been accepted by both sides and
could not be abrogated unilaterally
by Iraq.
President Ali Khamenei of Iran
had declared in Tehran earlier that
any attempt to renegotiate the border
would prolong the peace talks for
years.
Velayati said his side had accepted the plan proposed by the secretary-general calling for a cease-fire
to be followed by a troop vs ithdrawal.
"We support these prok edures but
now everybi tcJ kfl,MS thill Iraq is
trying to make iitistak les in the way
of full implementation ot the (1.1.N.
cease-fire) resolution by raising
some preconditions.’
One of these he added was the
clearing the Shatt-al-Arab, which
has been blocked since the early
days of the war by the wrecks of
sunken ships.
Iran accepted the U.N resolution
in July. Iraq accepted the plan
shortly after the Security Council
passed it in July 1987.

Nurses Association on Sunday ratified a contract that differs little from
one they rejected just II days ago.
The nurses will return to work beginning
(’NA
Wednesday.
said
spokeswoman Maureen Anderson.
Approval was granted by 77 percent of the 1.200 nurses who turned
out for the vote. Although many
weren’t elated Vs It h the agreement,

they said they had demonstrated
labor solidarity at the six hospitals
where they struck.
"We’ve put this message out to
the hospitals: That nurses are serious
about the issues facing them and we
intend to be listened to." said Mary
Scheib. a (’NA nurse at Mt. Zion
Hospital.

Civil rights advocates still fight racism
WASHINGTON (AP)
The
widow of the Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr. says his famous "I have a
dream" speech 25 years ago helped
end official segregation in the United
States, hut that "the cancer of ractarn’ still must he fought.
Coretta Scott King. vi.idoss of the
slain civil rights leader, helped lead
thousands of marchers over the
vveckend as they retraced the steps of
the 1963 March on Washington that
was highlighted by King’s oration.
Singing "We Shall Overcome."
Mrs. King was joined by Democratic
presidential candidate Michael Dukakis and black leader Jesse Jackson
at the head of the procession.
At the Washington Monument.
Dukakis urged the marchers to continue the struggle for justice for all
Americans.
"We have to march not just so
that sonic of us can reach the top of
the hill," Dukakis said. "We must
march until every American has
reached the bright sunshine of opportunity, until we can stand, and
stand together, in the golden glow of
our shared dream.
Republican presidential nominee
George Bush and his running mate.
Dan Quayle. did not respond to invitations to attend the rally, organizers
said.
Mrs. King said the 1963 march
"helped break the spine of racial
segregation" in the United States.
and that today "we still have a
dream of a nation free of the cancer
of racism.’’
U.S. Park Police estimated the
crowd at 55,(XX) people, fewer than

the 250010 %Ito thronged the National Mall for King’s famous oration climaxing the March on Washington on Aug. 28, 1963, a crowd
that was equalled tive years ago at a
20th atintis ci s.ii niarch
Jackson. appearing Sunday on
ABC TV’s -This Week with David
Brinkley ." said the most immediate
task noss for organi/ers is a "massive v titer registration drive" to
bring more blacks, women and lowincome Americans into the eleeto-

Jackson said that under the Reagan administration, there has been
"less of a commitment to affirniarive action, less of a commitment to
civil rights:*
Jackson had received the biggest
cheers during Saturday’s march and
speeches when he delivered a scathing attack on Hush.
"George Bush is not in Washington today." Jackson said. "He must
not be here for the inauguration next
January."

CHOOSE
GREEK
S.J.S.U. FALL RUSH
SIGN UPS
TODAY THROUGH THURSDAY
IN THE ART QUAD
8 am - 3 pm
or

Call 924-5900

I don’t want
a lot of hype.
I just want
something I
can count on.

Some long distance companies promise you the intion,
but what wu really want is dependable, high-quality service.
That’s, just what xuu’ll get when
you choose A-MT 11)ng Distance
Service, at a cost that’s a lot less
than you think. Viu can expect
low king distance rates. 2-i-hour
operator assistance, clear conix.ctions and immediate credit
tbr wrong numbers. And the
assurance that virtually all of
your calls will go thiough the
first time. That the genius of
the AIM. Wiirldwide Intelligent
Netm
When it’s time to choose,
tbrget the gimmicks and make
the intelligent choice, AT&T.
If youd like to know more
about our products or tierVICeS,
like International Calling and
the AT&T Cartl, call us at
1 800 222.0300.

( ’Avg Rileytiniversity of North Carolina. Class of 1989

ATO

The right choice.

lady
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have here - people living together
with common goals. I couldn’t have
asked for a better place for my kids
to grow up," Gonzalez said.
Another advantage in the small
community was the residents’ informal day care.
"The support system here provided a lot of consistency for our
kids. Everybody would babysit each
others kids.** Gonzalez said.
The other students were good role
models for her 8-year-old daughter,
Gonzalez said. She recalled a time
when she walked into her then 4 year-old daughter’s room only to
hear, " ’Mom get out of my room.
I’m giving a lecture.’ I don’t know
where she got that from," Gonzalez
said.
Pocus also sees the closure of
Spartan City as a loss for his children.
"It was great for (them). They
could play with kids from all places
and backgrounds," he said.
Before Gonzalez moved into
Spartan City, she had to bring her
daughter everywhere she went. from
7 a.m. to 5 p.m. At one point Gonzalez and her daughter were staying
in the livingroom of a fraternity
house.
"I don’t think anybody should
have to go through what I did to go
to school, because I have a child.
The university has got to come to
grips with the changing population’s
needs. We pay the same taxes and
student fees. Don’t ignore our needs.
Who pays the taxes that are keeping
the university going, if not families?" Gonzalez said.
Pocus expressed the same sentiments. "This school has closed the
avenue for families in this community. This is not an Ivy League

NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE? We
have plans with quality coverage
at effordabie prices Call Mark Ellice. (4081943-9190 for no obligation quote
PUT

YOUR CAREER INTO HIGH
GEAR’ Register your retturne now
with the professional career program Call (408) 243-4070 tor retells

STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now Sane your teeth. eyes
and money too For Informlion
and brochure we A S ofnce or
call (401)311-6811

AUTOMOTIVE
RN FOR RENT. aerosol frni SJSU Nice
Sousa. Interior Must be Noon,
fun, responsible, 5295 288-5016

COMPUTERS
LE CALCULAHP -41C PROG
TOR bond now Cost $145 mak $80
Call 924-41900. 5...t M14514

FOR SALE
GETS HIM TO PUT DOWN the TOILET
SEAT!! Send $2 to OK Productions, P0 Box 360190. Milpitas,
Ca, 95035 Doll TODAY!
PARKING PERMIT tor satelli Contact
Kandy at (415)524-3367

HELP WANTED
AD MAJORS. JRS & SOS needed to
flnd and write new orris tor
sbarl-up ad agency Min 1 yr wise
trap , high canon Make your own
home cell...022S
AUTOMATED VAC POEM? OPERATORS needed on groveyd shill
and weekend ehlfl (211-40 lw work
welt). Flequinuir 1-3 yrs mach or
alas easembly map or wady ad In
the science, or comm., wog
MUM b. a U.111 Mitten We offer
CAM
nein*
education
100%
415,493-11100, 2445. VARIAN
BASYSITTER WANTED pert-ten. 6-12
hours week Flexible scheduling
mound your Meow& Row to
114 hr depending on experience
One peer old be.. CernbrIon

mew Cell 9881602
CHILDCARE POSITIONS AVAILABLE,
55 to SS hr PT FT positions
Northern Callramle Nannies, 175
San Antonio Rd Lou Altos, Ca
04022 (415) 949-2933, (415) 9492933
DO YOU DESERVE to start at Me
TOP? 11 you’re looking to Improve upon your buoiness and
communication Millis, tern minimum wage 0157
, hare flexible evening and vrerstrerX1 hours.
and an opportunity for career advancement. then call Mitch 11 9241130 now,
EARN MONEY tor yourself m collage
Investment of 520 to $500 WIII
double in it5 deyell Send $2 tor
retells Phillips, 11700 F Waterman. Suite 124, Wichtta. Kans.*
67207
ENGINEERING MAJORS Interested In
chance loge? real world experience during your senior Leer?
FrhoLey hes an opportunity for
you la wore, In a manuracturing
environment ae
Student Engineer Our San Jaw facility has
many maintenance end production protects thatt need completion in addition to Me expert.oa,
we pay you $10.0 hour I/ your
interested. walk over to the Coopwelt. Education DMA. located in
Building 0. and sub,. mem.
F UL IPIA RESTAURANT is hiring lunch
bumss and welters Orwl olu
dint lob Coil 280-6161, 374 9 let

rA

school. I don’t know what she (President Gail Fullerton) is trying to do.
Education is supposed to allow you a
chance, not feed off you. It’s not
supposed to be parasitic," he said.
Though Morrison and Pocus will
be leaving Spartan City soon, they
intend to keep pushing for housing
for students with families.
"I plan to join whatever I can to
ensure there is more for the peopl,:
arid less for the bureaucrats," Pocus
said.
"In the next academic year, the
Spartan City Family Association will
move towards getting funding so that
people who are married and have
kids won’t get Xed out of the school
system." Morrison said.
Regardless of whether Spartan
City is torn down, he said, the association will still exist, fighting for
living quarters for students with families.
"(Fullerton’s) basic attitude is.
’I’ll just sit on it and it will disappear.’ But this is a critical semester.
We are going to be here even if not
in these particular barracks," Morrison said.

Caucasians no longer
majority at Berkeley
BERKELEY (AP) The University of California’s oldest campus
may become the first major research
university without a majority of students from a single ethnic group,
according to school officials.
"White students no longer constitute the majority," UC spokesman
Tom Debley said as classes began
Monday. Officials said they know of
no other major school that lacks an
ethnic majority.
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Rally: Residents protest closing
From page!
ing." said Strickland.
He also said two steps will be necessary for the relocation of Spartan
City residents.
The California State University
system must grant SJSU money for
asbestos clean-up of the facility, and
SJSU must request bond measures
that would finance the new building.
Dan Wiggen from the San Jose
Peace Center told the crowd relocating people is not a phenomenon, but
that it occurs all the time.
"We relocate people from low
cost housing to have ritzy skylines.

We also relocate because it is convenient, cheap and a good way to have
a parking lot,- he said.
"Where was Gail (Fullerton)
when Spartan City all began and
where is she today?" he asked.
Fullerton was not present at the
rally and could not be reached for
comment.
Child care was also discussed.
Patricia Phillips. As.ociated Students vice president, said the current
child care facility available to SJSU
students has space for 60 children.
The Needs Assessment Study cif

SJSU found that space for 1.500
children was needed. At the current
facility, located at 10th and San Salvador streets, the child care takes
place in the multi -purpose room of a
church.
The study also showed that students with children have difficulty
scheduling classes and study time,
according to Phillip.
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leave the complex, he believes his last year at SJSU’s
master’s program will stretch into five years.

Students cope with closing of Spartan City
By Lisa Ostroski
Daily sten writer
It is hauntingly quiet. Wooden
planks cover the windows and doors.
The only sign of life is the laundry
swaying gently in the warm breeze.
Spartan City, once a thriving community of college students and their
children, looks deserted.
A closer look reveals five apartments not yet boarded up. Their tenants cling to hope.
"We are trying to make the university honor our contract. (Spartan
City residents) still have time on
their contracts. I have three years
left," said Dan Morrison, graduate
student majoring in secondary education.
Morrison is one of the luckier tenants. He will continue his schooling
regardless of whether or not he is living in university housing. Other residents have had to quit school because they cannot afford to live
anywhere else without working fulltime.
Tom Pocus, a father of three boys.
had one year of schooling left to earn
his master’s degree in social science.
He has accepted that it may now take
him five years to complete his education.
Leticia Gonzalez. a graduate student majoring in special education,
is only a few classes away from
earning her master’s degree. She
will finish, but she and her daughter
will have to live "in a one-bedroom
apartment in a very questionable
neighborhood because it’s all I can
afford."
Though Spartan City residents remain uncertain of their future, they
do feel sure that they are losing a lot
more than a roof over their heads.
"A safe environment is what we
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Rush
From page I
football games.
"The times when people fight, we
want to put an end to that." he said.
"I’d like to get a mutual agreement
between fraternities before the season starts, and see how that works.
"We’d like to have guys restrain
their brothers before a fight gets out
of hand
This semester also brings another
change in the rush format.
In order to attract a larger number
of rushees, the fraternities and soronties have changed the make-up of
this year’s schedule.
In the past, formal rush started
two days after school began. This semester. Panhellenic and the IFC
have decided to wait until Labor Day
weekend to start.
"The first week of school is hard
tor people, with program adjustment
day and everything," Harrel said.
"Many people don’t know what’s
going on.
"We wanted to move it back a
week in order to give people time to

Tuesday. August 30. l9/Spartan Daily

settle down and relax."

Housing: Need stressed

So far, fraternity rushee sign-ups
are down from last year, but according to Harrel. sign-ups weren’t
"strongly" pushed last week.
"We’re hoping to get between
130-150 guys signed -up. I’d say
that’s a conservative number," Harrel said.
Soronties, on the other hand, have
a large group of people signed up for
formal rush.
"We’ve signed up 115 girls as of
this weekend," Bryant said. "And
we’ll be signing up more girls on
campus this week."
The Greek sign-up booth is located in the art quad, where many
rush activities will take place this
week..
Activities will include:
An ice-cream social with SJSU
deans and administrators today and a
Greek mini-olympics tomorrow.
*Thursday features an alcohol
awareness update.
Friday will conclude the activities with a Greek fair and sorority
house tours. Fraternities will wait
until Saturday morning to showcase
their houses.

From page!
single, childless students get first
pnority for university housing and
that law prevents the university from
rebuilding Spartan City.
"If students have spouses or children. the university by law doesn’t
have to house them," he said.
Spartan City was built as housing
for returning World War II veterans
in the late 1940s. The law restricting
married student housing was created
after the complex was built. Staley
said a grandfather clause protected
its existence only as long as it was
self-sufficient.
Fujioka said the main question of
the Spartan City case is not so much
the buildings themselves as it is access to the university for students
with families.
"Every university in the UC system has it. Stanford, all universities
in this area, have housing for students with families. CSU doesn’t
anywhere. That’s a value judgment
the trustees are imposing."
Another issue in the case, accord -

A rose is a rose is a buck

mg to the remaining tenants and Funoka, is breach of contract. Each
Spartan City resident signed an agreement upon moving in that they
could reside there for a maximum of
5 years as long as they met the requirements.
Funoka said the terms of the agreement stated that a student’s lease
would be terminated only if he or she
wanted to move, violated the lease
or ceased to be a student.
He said the university is using an
inexplicit clause in the regulations to
remove the students.
"It is the worst example of fine
print you could ever imagine,- he
said.
Eujioka alleges that the university
knew Spartan City would be closing
and did not tell incoming students.
He has a report dating back to 1981
that states the buildings are delapitated and would be closed soon.
"The entire period that residents
were signing agreements, the university was making plans to close the
building."

Program: Board plans poets, bands and comedians
From page 1
MTV stars.
The Smithereens were planned as
this semester’s concert attraction for
the MTV tour, according to Program
Board Director Kan Peterson, but
the band recently cancelled.
"It really bursts your bubble when
you think you have a band that great
and then they cancel," Peterson
said.
Peterson says the show will go on,
however. The program board has
contacted other possible groups for

the tour, according to Program
Board Concert Director Naomi
Yomtov.
On October 10, Lar Lubovitch. a
famous dance company from New
York, will perform at SJSU. Funded
through lottery proceeds, the program will cost the students nothing.
The annual Blues Festival, a popular spring celebration, is also underway. Peterson said. The program

Labs
From page I
The Cyber and Prime courses provide needed support for students enrolled in classes that use one or both
of these systems. ACS offers four
Cyber courses and two Prime
courses.
In the Microcomputer courses, an
"Introduction to Apple Macintosh"
60-minute lecture provides a general
overview on the Apple Macintosh
and its applications. The growing
popularity of the Apple Macintosh
on and off campus promises to make
this a popular course, Quite? said.
"This is equipment meant for all
students to use despite their major,"
he emphasized.
The following is a list of ACS
Computing Facilities’ equipment,
locations, and hours until Sept. 12.
ACS will extend the lab days and
hours after this date:
ESPRIT systems are available
at MacQuarrie Hall 221 during
building hours (7:30 a.m. until everyone leaves the building at night).
Apple Macintosh SE’s can be
used at Business Classrooms 16,
Monday through Thursday 8 a.m. 5 p.m. and Friday 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
ASCII systems are in the Science Building 242 during building
hours.
IBM PC’s and their compatibles
are located at Dudley Moorhead Hall
352, Monday through Friday, 8
a.m. - 5 p.m.
IBM PC’s and compatibles are
also available at Sweeney Hall 212
Monday through Friday 8 a.m. - 5
p.m.
Graphons and Tektronix equipment is located at the Industrial
Studies building 230 dunng building
hours.

the late transvestite actor Divine, begins tomorrow. Future showings will
include "Cry Freedom." "Moonstruck"
and
"A
Fish Called
Wanda."
Each film begins 7 and Ill p.m.,
and admission is $2.
Last
semester’s
"unexpected
pleasure,- Peterson said. included
’Animal House- and films from
The Three Stooges .
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Prophet
From page I
the Christians are having much more
fun than other people.’’
Fun aside, most of the crowd disagreed with the preacher.
Bill Twaddell, a religious studies
major, who questio-ed the preacher
about scriptural points. said "It
amazes me how many people attempt to tell other people what they
should or should not do. I think he
has a serious misunderstanding of
the whole point of Jesus.
"It seems that they’re so busy telling other people what to do. that
they don’t stop to look at what
they’re doing."
Cristina Goulart, an environmental studies major, said she thought
that the preacher was fun to watch.
"It’s pretty entertaining,- she said.
Shannon Recchio, a biology student. commented on the preacher by
saying. "I think it’s sad. He’s putting all his belief in the Bible and if
he knew anything about men, then
he wouldn’t put his faith in a book
written by men."
Recchio, referring to the preacher’s proclamation of the end of the
world around Sept. 12, said, "He
probably quit his job and sold his
house. Boy, is he going to be sorry
on the 13th."
Biology student Jeff Kalousdian
said. "I think the approach is just offending people. I think if he wants to
get people to Christ or whatever, he
should be more warm and inviting."
Twaddell commented on the preacher’s statement that the world
might end in mid -September, saying, "Then you don’t have to worry
About midterms."

board is seeking corporate sponsors
and students interested in helping
plan this and other program board
events. Those interested can apply at
the Associated Students Office in the
Student Union.
Other diversions for students and
the surrounding community this semester include the Wednesday night
movies shown in Morris Dailey Auditorium. "Hairspray," featuring
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RW 12 iss $9
SY 6 iss $9.95
SC
12 iss $6.99
PP 9 iss $9.97
14
reg $13.97
1 yr $15.97
RA
reg $19.94
reg $12.95
reg $19.95
reg $18
SKI
8 iss $697
reg $9.94

SKIING
SK 7 iss $597
reg $1195

SKIN DIVER
SOCCER DIGEST
SPORT
SG 12 iss $11.95
SN 6 iss $7.97
SO 12 in $7.97
reg $1994
reg $995
reg $12

THE ARTIST
TRUE STORY
TURTLE
951 $12.47
TA 1 yr $9.97
TB 1 yr $997
rig $14.95
reg $18
reg $11.95
USA TODAY
VIDEO
65 iss 823 95
UA 1 yr $6
reg $3250
reg $12

US
IT 26 iss $1597
UM
reg $2395

VIDEO MRKTPLCE
VIDEO REVIEW
VM 1 yr
VI 6 iss
VA
reg $12
reg $12

$997

TITLES
Nag.
Cede
A+
CO
CP
CZ

Reg
Nee
24.97
22.50
24.00
2400

U811
Pries
14.97
11.00
14.40
19.00

WORM MOTHER WORKING WOMAN Family Computing
24 as $12.95 NM 12 Ws $9
NM Mph Technology
Mac User
rep $18
rag $25.90

12 lse. PC 1997. 19.99
12 iss. NT 30.00 24.111
12 in MU 27 00 14.97

WORLD PRESS
WORLD TENNIS
Mac World
12 iss $7.97
REVIEW
WT PC Computing
’PC Magazine
1 yr $16.97
reg $1594
AW

12 iss MW 30.00 15.95
12 iss PO 19 94 1497
18 as PE 36 79 10.17

WINTER’S DIGEST
YOUNG MISS
IiiG mond
12 as. l’W 29.90 1417
ND 10 in $10.95
YM PC Tech. Journal
9 is* $12.47
12 in. PJ 34.97 11.97
Personei Commas; 1 year pc moo 11.97
rag $14
rag $18
-

TENNIS
SU 1 yr $8.97
reg $1794

TN

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL 1-800-852-0852
OR MAIL COUPON TO:

$797

VILLAGE VOICE
WASINIGTON POST
COMPUTER
1 yr $19.95
W 28 in 119.50
WP
rip $37.44
roc $21
Magulas
Tenn
WEIGHT WATCHERS WOMEN’S SPORTS A + (Apple Comp) 12 iss
Cmptr Uric; 8 iss
12 as 113.97 WW 12 iss $10 95
WO Classrm
Compute
12 iss
reg $13.97
reg $12.95
Computer’s Gazette 12 iss

STEREO REVIEW
SUCCESS
SP 12 in $6.97
ST 10 iss $8.97
reg $17.94
reg $13.94

UNIVERSITY SUBSCRIPTION DOWNERS

GROVE, IL 60515

LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE

1. Guaranteed lowest price or we will refund the difference.
2. Guaranteed satisfaction or we will refund any unused portion of a
subscription ordered through us.
HOW TO ORDER: Just write the codes for the magazines you wish to order
(example TV for one year TV GUIDE( circling 0 it renewal. Print your name and
address and mail today.
R .
R
R
R
R
R

p,m,z, 8,;,i;
Addy’s.

City
State
Zip
UC011ege Student Year of grad 19
I. Educator r’; Administrator
School Name
3820
,-,
LJ Budget Plan 11/2 per month) Eil Bill Me L ; Enclosed 8
(Payable to USS)
Sign Here
1 )V1SA ( ’MASTERCARD Good thru
Gard No
Paymont with order only *Only for new subscrtption

